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You are a newly promoted law enforcer, and have just received your 
first mission. It isn’t just any assignment either; a notorious convict 
and Resistance icon, known as “Gaius”, has escaped the prison 
ward and is now roaming the streets of Karagol. You and two others 
are sent out to find and eliminate the menace. But as you start find-
ing out, not only that threat lies in the great city. It is with every ounce 
of your being that you force yourself to turn a blind eye to it, lest it 
turn its ubiquitous gaze to you.
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SUPERIOR

Expects a report 
after each mission

Debriefs you on your 
next mission

Will inform you of 
your standing as an 

officer

TECHNICIAN
Private contractor

Provides intelligence
Blends into local 

population

Will discuss realities 
with player 

ENFORCER
Robotic officer

Assists and protects
Clears obstructions

Will condemn disloy-
al actions, and report 
on their occurrence

OFFICER
Player

Carries their own, pri-
vate copy of the “Gai-

us” file

All work on the same case, but each have their own objective
Reachable, but not 
physically present

ESCAPED RESIS-
TANCE LEADER

“Gaius”

Player is tasked with 
hunting down this 

fugitive

CHARACTERS



LEVEL DESIGN

MISSION DEBRIEFING

Confirming a 
dialogue option 
(during: Check-
ing in) transports 
you to next area.

Leaving the area 
triggers the next 
mission.



INVESTIGATION: Acquiring evidence
The player will be able to find evidence splayed across the map. 
Apart from mission evidence, which facilitates the progression 
of the plot, the player can also find evidence meant to provide 
them with more information about their environment and pro-
cesses, and thus a more well-informed decision. 

All evidence fills out the Gaius file. 

MISSION: Fulfilling task
The missions consist of searching for clues, interrogating locals 
or witnesses, piecing together the evidence found by the Officer 
and the Technician and Enforcer. 

The two, in fact, are not with you at all times. This gives the 
player leeway to use their own methods of acquiring evidence, 
as long as they do not fail. 

DEBRIEFING: Checking in (Cutscene)

At the end of the mission, the player is expected to contact their 
superior to report in with a full detailing of what had transpired 
during the mission. Checking in is a requirement, before being 
able to advance to the next level. 

The player will also be informed if they are in good or bad stand-
ing, dependent of where they are placed on the ideology scale. 

After this is complete, the player may advance to the next mission, 
as instructed by the superior.

DEBRIEFING: Dialogue with peers

Before accepting the next mission and advancing, the player 
may further continue their investigation of the area or initiate di-
alogue with their peers. 

If any more evidence is found, the player may choose to talk 
with either the Technician or Enforcer about their findings, who in 
turn, can impart valuable clues about what those findings mean 
and thus enhance the player’s understanding of the world.

GAMEPLAY



KEY MECHANICS II (REWARD STRUCTURE)

TARGET

Name :  ████  █████

Alias: GAIUS

Description: Born  ██████  ████████ ,

Localities Frequented: 

Family Background:████████████████████████████

Criminal Associates: ████████████████████████

Criminal History: ██████████████████████████████
██████

Business: ████████████████████████████████

Modus Operandi: 

#Crime: Arson, Conspiracy, Disturbing the Peace, Vandalism, 
Murder: First Degree, Treason
#Date of sentence: █████████
#Date of admittance:  █████████
#Sentence length: 35 life sentences + 1,035 years without parole

The “Gaius” File

At the beginning of the mission, the player receives the Gaius 
file, describing the case of the escaped convict. The majority 
is censored, understandably, due to the officer’s low status. 

Throughout the game, the player will be uncovering facts 
about the target: that will progress the story, or add to their 
understanding of “Gaius” and their relation to the world.

Finding any relevant evidence will fill out the file.
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Technical Ideology Scale (Covert)
This one will be used by the designers to craft interactions.

The environment will react to the player based on the scale’s five 
zones of response: 
1. A high law bringer status will antagonize the local population 
and render them uncooperative. A loyalist status will achieve 
much of the same, but to a lesser extent. 

2. A high dissenter status will negatively impact the player’s 
standing as an officer and condemn them in the eyes of the law-
bringers around them. A sympathizer status will cast doubt about 
them and alert their peers of their activities. 

3. A predominantly passive status does not have any visible ef-
fect: all parties will approach and be approachable by the player. 

All in all, 5 different end states can be experienced by the player 
at the end of the game, depending on which zone they ended with.
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Ideology Scale (Overt)
This one will be viewed by the player at all times. They must be 
aware that their actions do not cause them to reach high dissent 
status, the non-story driven lose condition. 

Throughout the playthrough, the player will be committing to dia-
logue options (with peers) and actions (during missions) for which 
they will be awarded points. This process is transparent (dialogue 
visualization*), and the points will be updated regularly.

The gathered points will cumulate to reveal the character’s ideo-
logical position, visible in the corner of their screen:
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In this diagram, the black outline 
around each zone indicates which 
one the protagonist is currently 
in. The player can pick from the 
dialogue option attached to their 
zone, as well as from the ones in 
adjacent zones (as shown on the 
right). Below the visualization are 
points awarded for choosing each 
zone-specific dialogue option 
during the game.

LIMITED DIALOGUE OPTIONS

NORMAL DIALOGUE OPTIONS

*DIALOGUE VISUALIZATION

+0+1 +1 +2+2

Zone Specificity (Explanation)
The game will be paced in a way that allows to reach the high lawbringer or high dissenter status 
near the finish of the game, and primarily through devoting oneself to picking choices that lead to 
said ideologies. 

In the high law bringer and high dissenter zone, the player will have limited dialogue options, that 
are a result of their pursued path.The player cannot redeem themselves, as options leaning towards 
the other end of the scale would have been removed.

In the loyalist and sympathizer zone, the character is able to identify with the extremist side of their 
polarity, as well as understand claims made by the other side. 

A primarily passive zone/status will be the hardest to achieve, and will only offer limited choices. 
The character’s indecisiveness is linked with a flexibility to see all perspectives. (And one that the 
player intentionally starts with at the beginning of the game).

LIMITED DIALOGUE OPTIONS
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